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1) This is my #Qanon thread for March 23, 2020
Q posts can be found here:
qanon.pub

QMAP: Qanon Drops & POTUS Tweets
Be a part of the Great Awakening. Get real-time Qanon drops and POTUS tweets.
We are the news now!
https://qmap.pub/

Android apps:

QMAP: Qanon Drops, Alerts, WWG1WGA Wall and Memes! - Apps on …
From the creators of qmap.pub, here is the official QMAP android mobile app! The
mobile app includes the following features: * Drops: read all of Q's drops in
chronological order * Tweets: read of a…
https://bit.ly/Q-Map

Q Alerts! QAnon Q Drops, Alerts, Research, Share + - Apps on Google …
*** The original, most used, most frequently updated & feature rich QAnon Android
App available. When at war fight with the best weapon available *** Q Alerts notifies
you quickly when Q Anon makes …
https://bit.ly/Q-alerts

My Theme: Infiltration Instead of Invasion

2) This thread should be considered in light of posts from the last few days which can
be found here.

Thread by @prayingmedic: 1) This is my #Qanon thread for March 23, …
Thread by @prayingmedic: 1) This is my #Qanon thread for March 23, 2020 Q
posts can be found here: prayingmedic.com/qdrops/ qanon.newsQ-Map bit.ly/Qalerts My Theme: The China Virus 2) Thanks to the …
https://threadreaderapp.com/thread/1242252950224830464.html

3) Q confirmed that he has no communications with anyone outside of 8kun, in the
past, at present or in the future.

4)

5)

6) This graphic shows a pattern of the number of dots used in the ellipsis at the end of
the statement, "The silent war continues."
On Feb 6 there were 5 dots in the ellipsis.
Feb 8 there were 4 dots
Feb 12 there were 3 dots
Feb 25 there were 2 dots

7) This pattern may or may not be relevant.
People have predicted dates when the pattern would change to one dot, but I don't
think it can be predicted.
I also don't know what the significance will be if it does become one dot.
I'm simply pointing out the pattern.
8) The first post from Q today is "The Silent War continues.."
Note the 2-dot ellipsis.

9) Q posted a link to a tweet by @Education4Libs

Educating Liberals
@Education4Libs

PLEASE SHARE!!!!
This video is outstanding.
#WWG1WGA
#DarkToLight#TheGreatAwakening
youtu.be/bk2AADVOPJ4
YouTube #StayHome @YouTube

13.7K 3:49 AM - Mar 26, 2020
13K people are talking about this

10) Linked Video

https://www.youtube.com/embed/bk2AADVOPJ4

11) The first time Q used this statement was the night of the State of the Union
address.
The anti-American attitude that was on display that night is our first clue to the
meaning of the phrase "The Silent War Continues."

12) My linked tweet from the above post had a video featuring a lifelong Democrat
who was incensed by the behavior of Democrats.

0:00

13) The biggest clue to the meaning of "The Silent War Continues" was in this post.

It's a plan to destroy our nation from within.
It involves selling our technology and secrets to foreign countries, destroying our
economy & installing leaders sympathetic to a foreign takeover

14) The fact that Q posted this phrase again in the midst of the coronavirus pandemic
suggests U.S. political leaders, foreign countries like China, and the media
coordinated the response to the pandemic to destroy our economy and prevent
Donald Trump from being re-elected.

15) Yesterday, the Presidnet suggested that the media want to keep the economy shut
down to hurt his chances for re-election.
(POTUS is interferring with their plan to hand over control of the government to
foreigners.)

Donald J. Trump
@realDonaldTrump

The LameStream Media is the dominant force in trying to get me
to keep our Country closed as long as possible in the hope that it
will be detrimental to my election success. The real people want
to get back to work ASAP. We will be stronger than ever before!
214K 8:04 PM - Mar 25, 2020
129K people are talking about this

16) Q's post on February 12th implicated Barack Obama (Secret Service Code name:
Renegade) and Hillary Clinton (Secret Service code name: Evergreen) in "The Silent
War" — the plan to destroy America from within.
Note: The definitions of patriot and traitor were provided.

17) This post on February 25th suggests that the rash of CEO resignations are a result
of the "Silent War" — the plan to destroy America from within.
CEO resignations are a sign that patriots have the upper hand.
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